Seeking Nominations for Interfaith Leadership Institute, August 2019

Dear UMaine staff and faculty,

We invite you to nominate students to join the first UMaine delegation to the Interfaith Leadership Institute this summer in Chicago! The Wilson Center is organizing this delegation to develop student leaders for a UMaine community that lifts up all religious, secular, and spiritual identities.

We are seeking undergraduate and graduate students who will continue their studies on campus in 2019-2020 and have these qualities:

- An interest in multifaith dialogue and spiritual exploration, not just for themselves but in the wider community
- A desire to increase their knowledge, skills, and sensitivity to the diversity of worldviews in the UMaine community
- A passion for developing new opportunities on campus for multifaith dialogue and mutual learning and respect, through a new student leadership council for religious diversity

In the selection process, we will not only consider individual qualities but will also make every effort to assemble a diverse UMaine delegation with students from a variety of majors, years, backgrounds, and religious, secular, and spiritual identities.

Please return nominations by March 8 to The Wilson Center, 67 College Ave, or erin.daugherty@maine.edu; the Wilson Center will reach out to the nominees and invite them to apply by March 15.

Your name ________________________________________________________________

Your email address _________________________________________________________

Student’s name ____________________________________________________________

Student’s email address ____________________________________________________

Please tell us briefly why you are nominating this student. __________________________

May we tell the student you nominated them?   [Sure, use my name]   [No, I’ll be anonymous]

Feel free to nominate as many students as you’d like! Thank you for supporting this effort to develop leaders in a diverse and inclusive UMaine community.

Rebecca Liberty, Director
Erin Daugherty, Special Projects Coordinator
The Wilson Center for Spiritual Exploration and Multifaith Dialogue
umaine.edu/wilsoncenter; wilsoncenterorono@gmail.com; 866-4227